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Q: Does the Spider Queen gain the cavalry charge bonus when charging 

whilst in difficult terrain? (pg 24)

A: No. The Spider Queen's rules state that she moves at full speed 

through difficult ground, but does not create an exception for 

charging.

Q: Can broodlings be launched if the Spider Queen has already been 

charged that turn? (pg 24)

A: No, as stated, they can be used within her own move.

Q: Can broodlings be launched during a move following a Heroic Combat 

action? (pg 24)

A: No, only during the actual Move phase of the game.

Warriors of Moria

Q. If a model is under the effect of a Bat Swarm’s Blinding Swarm special 

rule and the model also Feints, how does this affect the model’s Fight 

value? (pg 26)

A: The model’s fight value is halved by the Blinding Swarm special 

rule, then reduced by a further D3 for using the Feint special strike.

Q: If you have Wild Wargs in your army, can an Orc mount one, making 

it a cavalry model? If so, can a model mount a Warg Chieftain? (pg 28)

A: No to both questions.

Q: If a Dweller in the Dark Hurls a model as part of a Brutal Power 

Attack, does he get a Wound back as part of his Murderous Power special 

rule if the hurled model and/or any other models the hurled model passes 

through are slain? (pg 28)

A: No.

Heroes of Angmar

Q: If the Witch-king of Angmar uses his Morgul Blade on the turn he 

charges while mounted on a horse/armoured horse, do all his attacks that 

turn count as Morgul Blade attacks? (pg 31)

A: Yes.

Q: Can the Witch-king of Angmar's Morgul Blade be used in conjunction 

with his Fell Beast's Attacks and Strength characteristics? If so, when he 

wins a Fight and knocks his opponent over, will all 6 Attacks benefit from 

the Morgul Blade's special rules? (pg 31)

A: No. If you wish to use the Morgul Blade, you must use the Witch-

king of Angmar's Strength and Attacks values, though he may still 

double his Attacks if his opponent has been knocked to the ground.

Q: How does the Dwimmerlaik's Sap Fortitude ability interact with the 

Resistant to Magic special rule? (pg 32)

A: The Resistant to Magic special rule does not require the 

expenditure of Will points, so the proximity of the Dwimmerlaik 

will have no effect.

Q: If Gûlavhar, the Terror of Arnor, Hurls a model as part of a Brutal 

Power Attack, does he get a Wound back as part of his Immortal Hunger 

special rule if the hurled model and/or any other models the hurled model 

passes through are slain? (pg 33)

A: No.

Q: Can Shades and Spectres combine their respective Blades of the Dead 

and Spectral Blades special rules with a special strike? (pg 34, 36)

A: No.

Warriors of Angmar

Q: Can the A Fell Light Is In Them rule be used to move an enemy model 

out of engagement with a friendly model? (pg 36)

A: No.
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